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My Name Is Martha Motherf***ing Washington
2017-06-23
my name is martha mother ing washington is a collection of one minute female monologues
based on the official first ladies of the united states of america containing comedic and
dramatic monologues starting with martha washington and going all the way to melania
trump the monologues are written in a contemporary voice that illustrates both the
celebration and the frustration many of these women felt after becoming america s hostess
perfect for auditions and acting studies there s a monologue here to fit every performer s
goals

Actor's Choice 2008
extraordinary action oriented off the beaten path monologues for women

Monologues for Actors of Color 2016-06-10
actors of colour need the best speeches to demonstrate their skills and hone their craft
roberta uno has carefully selected monologues that represent african american native
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american latino and asian american identities each monologue comes with an introduction
and notes on the characters and stage directions to set the scene for the actor this new
edition now includes more of the most exciting and accomplished playwrights to have
emerged over the 15 years since the monologues for actors of color books were first
published from new cutting edge talent to pulitzer winners

Contemporary American Monologues for Women
2012-10-25
audition monologues from recent works by american playwrights

The Ultimate Scene and Monologue Sourcebook,
Updated and Expanded Edition 2010-05-19
all actors and acting teachers need the ultimate scene and monologue sourcebook the
invaluable guide to finding just the right piece for every audition the unique format of the
book is ideal for acting teachers who want their students to understand each monologue in
context this remarkable book describes the characters action and mood for more than 1 000
scenes in over 300 plays using these guidelines the actor can quickly pinpoint the perfect
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monologue then find the text in the samuel french or dramatist play service edition of the
play newly revised and expanded the book includes the author s own assessment of each
monologue

The Best Women's Stage Monologues of 2001 2003
a collection of great women s monologues from 2001 the latest edition of america s best
selling monologue series for women and men all monologues are excerpted from plays
produced during the 2001 theatrical season almost all from readily available published plays

A Song to Save the Salish Sea 2016-10-03
on the coast of washington and british columbia sit the misty forests and towering mountains
of cascadia with archipelagos surrounding its shores and tidal surges of the salish sea
trundling through the interior this bioregion has long attracted loggers fishing fleets and land
developers each generation seeking successively harder to reach resources as old growth
stands salmon stocks and other natural endowments are depleted alongside encroaching
developers and industrialists is the presence of a rich environmental movement that has
historically built community through musical activism from the wobblies little red songbook
1909 to woody guthrie s columbia river songs 1941 on through to the raging grannies
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formation in 1987 cascadia s ecology has inspired legions of songwriters and musicians to
advocate for preservation through music in this book mark pedelty explores cascadia s
vibrant eco musical community in order to understand how environmentalist music imagines
and perhaps even creates a more sustainable conception of place highlighting the music and
environmental work of such various groups as dana lyons the raging grannies idle no more
towers and trees and irthlingz among others pedelty examines the divergent strategies
musical organizational and technological used by each musical group to reach different
audiences and to mobilize action he concludes with a discussion of applied ecomusicology
considering ways this book might be of use to activists and musicians at the community level

Men's Comedic Monologues That Are Actually Funny
2015-06-01
men s comedic monologues that are actually funny

Contemporary American Monologues for Men
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2012-10-25
audition monologues from recent works by american playwrights

Asian American Playwrights 2002-05-30
in the late nineteenth century asian american drama made its debut with the spotlight firmly
on the lives and struggles of asians in north america rather than on the cultures and
traditions of the asian homeland today asian american playwrights continue to challenge the
limitations of established theatrical conventions and direct popular attention toward issues
and experiences that might otherwise be ignored or marginalized while asian american
literature came into full bloom in the last 25 years asian american drama has yet to receive
the kind of critical attention it warrants this reference book serves as a versatile vehicle for
exploring the field of asian american drama from its recorded conception to its present stage
included are alphabetically arranged entries for 52 asian american dramatists of origins from
india pakistan vietnam the philippines japan korea and china each entry includes relevant
biographical information that contextualizes the works of a playwright an interpretive
description of selected plays that spotlights recurring themes and plots a summary of the
playwright s critical reception and a bibliography of primary and secondary works the entries
are written by expert contributors and reflect the ethnic diversity of the asian american
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community the volume closes with a selected general bibliography which includes
anthologies scholarly studies and periodicals

Good Things for Washington and Lincoln Birthdays
2015-07-19
excerpt from good things for washington and lincoln birthdays original recitations
monologues exercises dialogues pantomime songs motion songs drills and plays suitable for
all ages not only the head but likewise the heart of young america must receive its training
and in every child of our nation should there be developed a love for our country and its
heroes the study of great men develops greatness the study of patriots develops patriotism
the study of good men develops character and since in washington and lincoln are combined
goodness greatness and patriotism they should play an important part in child culture count
that february a lost opportunity which does not find you interesting the boys and girls anew
in the study of our two greatest men with the hope that these selections may assist you in
impressing washington and lincoln upon the coming citizens of our nation this little book is
respectfully submitted about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands
of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
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reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

The Contemporary American Monologue 2015-12-17
talk show confessions online rants stand up routines inspirational speeches banal reflections
and calls to arms we live in an age of solo voices demanding to be heard in the contemporary
american monologue eddie paterson looks at the pioneering work of us artists spalding gray
laurie anderson anna deavere smith and karen finley and the development of solo
performance in the us as a method of cultural and political critique ironic confession post
punk poetry investigations of race and violence and subversive polemic this book reveals the
link between the rise of radical monologue in the late 20th century and history of
speechmaking politics civil rights individual freedom and the american dream in the united
states it shows how us artists are speaking back to the cultural political and economic forces
that shape the world eddie paterson traces the importance of the monologue in shakespeare
brecht beckett chekov pinter o neill and williams before offering a comprehensive analysis of
several of the most influential and innovative american practitioners of monologue
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performance the contemporary american monologue constitutes the first book length
account of us monologists that links the tradition of oratory and speechmaking in the colony
to the appearance of solo performance as a distinctly american phenomenon

Good Things for Washington and Lincoln Birthdays
2008-06-01
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this
work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern
editions that are true to the original work

American Theatre Book of Monologues for Men 2003
audition monologues selected from plays first published in american theatre magazine since
1985
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48 Monologues for Teens and How to Master Them
2018-06-28
this book of comedic and dramatic monologues for teens follows a previous book of
monologues for kids i call it the acting coach approach because each original monologue
comes with a series of questions the questions help you build a backstory for your character
they are questions good actors ask themselves with every role they play the questions will
also help you memorize the piece by making you see images instead of words on a page
answer the questions and you will build characters that are vibrant connected and interesting
to watch

Competition Monologues Book Two 2007
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading
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experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Scenes and Monologues for Young Actors 2000
dive into feminism from a to z for an accessible primer on history current events and
essential issues through the lens of feminist theory and perspective not only will you learn
something about yourself your community your people and your world you will discover kick
ass call to action suggestions and resources to take your feminism to a higher level a book
for all teens no matter what gender you are about feminism what it is what it means and how
to do it from a to z written by the author of the stonewall award winning book this day in june
feminism from a to z is an alphabetical primer on feminism for teen girls each chapter
examines a topic that offers call to action exercises incorporated into each lesson includes an
introduction to readers on how to use the book and an alphabetical list of ways to take
feminist action
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Good Things for Washington and Lincoln Birthdays
2021-09-09
audition speeches for black south asian and middle eastern actors monologues for men aims
to provide new and exciting audition and showcase material for actors of black african
american south asian and middle eastern heritage featuring the work of international
contemporary playwrights who have written powerful and diverse roles for a range of actors
the collection is edited by simeilia hodge dallaway categorized by age range the monologues
are collected in groups of characters playable by actors in their teens twenties thirties and
forties and include work from over 25 top class dramatists including lemn sissay katori hall
rajiv joseph philip ridley and naomi wallace audition speeches for black south asian and
middle eastern actors monologues for men is the go to resource for contemporary
monologues and speeches for auditions ideal for aspiring and professional actors it allows
performers to enhance their particular strengths and prepare for roles featuring characters of
specific ethnic backgrounds

Feminism From A to Z 2017-10-23
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
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knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Audition Speeches for Black, South Asian and Middle
Eastern Actors: Monologues for Men 2016-06-30
this teacher friendly resource provides practical arts based strategies for classroom teachers
to use in teaching social studies content overview information and model lessons are
provided for each strategy and ideas are provided for grades k 2 3 5 6 8 and 9 12 the
strategies addressed within the book allow teachers to make social studies instruction come
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alive and best meet students needs

Good Things for Washington and Lincoln Birthdays
2016-05-05
julius caesar

Strategies to Integrate the Arts in Social Studies
2013-07-01
this first of its kind anthology of comic and serious monologues is specially tailored for actors
age 55 and older leading american playwrights have penned characters who are fresh and
reflective of older adults in the modern world a convenient source book of monologues ideally
suited for auditions or acting classes the book also contains suggestions and exercises to use
when preparing for an audition plus listings of previously published and produced classical
comic and serious monologues for mature actors and actresses p 4 of cover
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Teen Boys' Comedic Monologues That Are Actually
Funny 2015-06-01
first in a series for young actors ages 8 15 cover

New Monologues for Mature Actors 1997
a collection of original scenes and monologues written especially for middle school actors

The Acting Coach Approach 2014-04-24
from one of the most celebrated literary figures in hong kong comes this collection of short
stories seeing hong kong through a kaleidoscope the author poignantly represents hong kong
through a variety of themes

Short Scenes and Monologues for Middle School Actors
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1999
record numbers of teens are applying to selective universities and the competition to gain
entrance into college is tougher than ever before the fourth edition of the best summer
programs for teens helps teenagers find the coolest most exciting and most fulfilling summer
programs across the united states college planning expert sandra l berger provides students
and parents with advice on using summer opportunities to help gain entrance into selective
universities and guidance on researching choosing applying for and making the most out of
summer programs students will be able to peruse the updated directory of more than 200 of
the best summer opportunities in the areas of academic enrichment fine arts internships and
paid positions leadership and service math science computer science and technology and
study abroad or international travel to find the program that fits them best

Islands and Continents 2007-03-01
the weekly source of african american political and entertainment news
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The Best Summer Programs for Teens 2021-09-03
she persisted thirty ten minute plays by women over forty is a collection of plays by members
of honor roll an advocacy group of women over forty about honor roll honor roll is an
advocacy and action group of women playwrights over forty and our allies whose goal is our
inclusion in theater the term women refers to a spectrum of gender identification that
includes women non binary identifiers and trans we are the generation excluded at the
outset of our careers because of sexism now overlooked because of ageism we celebrate
diversity in theater and work to call attention to the negative impact of age discrimination
alongside gender race ethnicity faith socioeconomic status disability and sexual orientation in
the american theatre and beyond these women are in their forties and fifties and sixties and
they have been writing a long time and they are at the height of their craft these are tight
complex nuanced pieces of writing which no one has seen because for too long they weren t
looking these are important writers and important plays theresa rebeck from the introduction

Jet 2008-10-13
this volume invites the reader into the world of pragmatic and discourse studies in japanese
popular culture through character speak the book analyzes quoted speech in light graphic
novels the effeminate onee kotoba in talk shows narrative character in keetai mobile phone
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novels floating whispers in manga and fictionalized dialects in television drama series
explorations into conversational interaction internal monologue rhetorical figures
intertextuality and the semiotic mediation between verbal and visual signs reveal how
speakers manipulate language in performing playful characters and characteristics most
prominent in the discourse of japanese popular culture is its fluid orality we find the essential
oral nature in and across genres of japanese popular culture and observe seamless
transitions among styles and speech variations this fluidity is understood as a feature of
polyphonic speech initiated not by the so called ideal singular speaker but by a multiple and
often shifting interplay of one s speaking selves performing as various characters challenging
traditional western linguistic theories founded on the concept of the autonomous speaker this
study ventures into open and embracing pragmatic and discourse studies that inquire into
the very nature of our speaking selves

The Best Drill Book 1898
the weekly source of african american political and entertainment news
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She Persisted 2021-11-01
audition monologues selected from plays first published in american theatre magazine since
1985

Library of Congress Subject Headings 2009
a practical roadmap for the actor by looking at a variety of dramatic styles from classical
theatre to contemporary voices

Library of Congress Subject Headings 2013
this unique collection of monologues for women contains fifty pieces by women playwrights
from all over the country

Fluid Orality in the Discourse of Japanese Popular
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Culture 2016-03-31
in recent years the interdisciplinary fields of native north american and indigenous studies
have reflected at times even foreshadowed and initiated many of the influential theoretical
discussions in the humanities after the transnational turn global trends of identity politics
performativity cultural performance and ethics comparative and revisionist historiography
ecological responsibility and education as well as issues of social justice have shaped and
been shaped by discussions in native american and indigenous studies this volume brings
together distinguished perspectives on these topics by the native scholars and writers gerald
vizenor anishinaabe diane glancy cherokee and tomson highway cree as well as non native
authorities such as chadwick allen hartmut lutz and helmbrecht breinig contributions look at
various moments in the cultural history of native north america from earthmounds via the
catholic appropriation of a mohawk saint to the debates about makah whaling rights as well
as at a diverse spectrum of literary performative and visual works of art by john ross john
ridge elias boudinot emily pauline johnson leslie marmon silko emma lee warrior louise
erdrich n scott momaday stephen graham jones and gerald vizenor among others in doing so
the selected contributions identify new and recurrent methodological challenges outline
future paths for scholarly inquiry and explore the intersections between indigenous studies
and contemporary literary and cultural studies at large
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Jet 2008-10-13

Monologues for Moderns 1945

American Theatre Book of Monologues for Women 2003

Demystifying the Monologue 2006

Monologues for Women by Women 1994

Twenty-First Century Perspectives on Indigenous
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